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Camera - Standard Setup 
(to be returned to after every change for a specific situation) 
 
 
Shooting mode: AV / A (P or M for flash use)  
Image recording quality: JPG best quality or RAW  
White balance: Shade (natural/sun light) – AWB / AUTO (artificial/non-sun light)  
ISO: 400 (good weather) – 1600 (bad weather) – 3200 (indoors) 
Metering mode: Center weighted 
Drive mode: Single shooting 
AF points: Center point only 
AF mode: AI Servo / AF-C (Motion Photography) – One Shot / AF-S (Still/Human Photography) 
 
 
Basic Rules 
 

1. Set Camera to AV / A & Keep Aperture fully open (lowest number)  &  

Move ISO up and down to get the correct shutter speed range 
(Moving Subjects = 1/500sec and up  / Steady objects = 1/length of lens) 

2. Be ready (camera and photographer) 
3. Take a lot of exposures of each object ! – the more the better - waste space  
4. Keep the eyes of the animal (or the respective most important part of the image) 
    in the center of the viewfinder (crop later on the computer) 
3. Leave space around your object 
4. Never delete any picture on the camera (only on the computer) 
5. Always finalize your work on the computer 

(Select/Delete – Crop – Adjust Brightness/Contrast/Color/Sharpness) 
6. Avoid flash photography 
7. Sun behind you on a SUNNY day (60%) – Sun anywhere during the golden hour 

Sun behind you on an OVERCAST day (120%) – NO SKY and NO WATER in your pictures 

Exposure Compensation 
(Main adjustment while taking pictures!) 
 
If the main object is too bright  
you have to under-expose 
 
If the main object is too dark  
than you have to over-expose 
 
 

What makes a good animal picture? 
 
- Eyes in focus 
- On eye level or below 
- Keep shooting  lots of frames ! 
-  Have patience ! 

Christian Sperka Photography @ Thanda Safari 
christian@sperka.com  | +27 63 329 4323 | sperka.info | sperka.biz 
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